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ABSTRACT 
This paper addresses the following questions: Given that A is an invertible 
Morishima or anti-Morishima matrix, under what conditions will A- ’ be a Morishima 
or anti-Morishima matrix? Also, given the associated digraph of A and the fact that A, 
A ’ are Morishima or anti-Morishima matrices, what can be said about the digraph of 
A ‘? A class of matrices is introduced where there questions are investigated. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In another paper [5] we essentially proved the following result: Suppose A 
is an invertible Morishima matrix whose associated digraph D(A) is a 
unilaterally connected tree. Then A-’ will be Morishima iff a”” > 0 for all 
interior points v in D(A). A-’ will be anti-Morishima iff au’ < 0 for all 
interior points 13 in D(A). 
This paper expands on this result by introducing the notion of conformal 
Morishima matrices. In this manner we are able to derive further information 
concerning the structure of A and A- ‘. 
2. BACKGROUND 
We shall assume that all matrices introduced in this paper are real n X n 
matrices. A matrix A is said to be combinatorially symmetric iff aij f 0 
implies a ji # 0, 1 ,< i, j < n. A is sign symmetric iff sgnaij = sgna ji, 1~ i, 
j < n. With every matrix A we associate the digraph D(A) having n points 
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labeled 1,2, , . . , n. The ordered pair (i, j) is an edge in D(A) iff aij # 0. A 
subgraph of D(A) is a digraph whose points and edges are points and edges 
in D(A). 
A path P in D(A) is a nonempty sequence of edges ((ir, iz), 
(ia,ia),...,(im_ r, i,)) in D(A) such that the points i,, i,, . . . , i, are all 
distinct. A semipath P in D(A) is a nonempty sequence of edges in D(A), 
one from each pair of edges (ir, ia) or (ia, ir), (ia, i3) or (is, iz),. . . , (impl, i,,) 
or (i,, i,_ 1), such that the points i,, i,,. . . , i, are all distinct. The path or 
semipath product P( i, + i,) is 
II aij* 
(i,j)EP 
Here the product is taken over all indices i, j corresponding to edges in P. 
The length, or number of edges, of P will be denoted by 1 P 1, and the set of 
points in P will be denoted by N(P). For the above path or semipath P, 
]P]=m-1 and N(P)={i,,i,,..., i, }. A cycle in D(A) is a sequence of 
edges ((ir, i,),(i,,i,),...,(i,_,, i,),(i,, ir)) in D(A) such that the first m - 1 
edges form a path in D(A). A semicycle is a sequence of edges, one from 
each pair of edges (i,,i,) or (i,,i,), (ia,&) or (ia,&),..., (im_r,im) or 
(i m, &-r), (i,, ir) or (ir, i,), such that the first m - 1 edges form a semipath 
in D(A). The cycle or semicycle product C(i, -+ i,) is 
II 'ij' 
(i, j)EC 
The length, or number of edges, of C will be denoted by (Cl, and the set of 
points in C will be denoted by N(C). For the above cycle or semicycle C, 
JC] = m and N(C)= {ir,ia,..., i, }. Note that cycles or semicycles must have 
at least two edges. 
A digraph D(A) is unilaterally connected if given any two points p, q in 
D(A), there exists a path P in D(A) from p to q or from q to p. D(A) is 
weakly connected if given any two points p, q in D(A), there exists a 
semipath P in D(A) from p to q. D(A) is said to be a tree if it is weakly 
connected having no semicycle of length greater than two. Note that this 
definition of trees permits semicycles and so cycles of length 2, as in the case 
of a symmetric tree [l]. (See Figure 3 for an example of a digraph which is a 
tree-in fact, a unilaterally connected tree.) 
Given a point p in D(A), D(A) - { p} denotes the subgraph of D(A) 
formed by removing the point p from D(A) as well as all edges in D(A) 
connected to p. A weak component of D(A) - { p} is a maximal weakly 
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connected subgraph of D(A) - { p}. If X, y are two points in D(A), HX,y 
denotes the set of points in the weak component of D(A) - {x} that con- 
tains y. 
Given a matrix A, let A({i,, i, ,..., ik}) denote the principal submatrix in 
rows and columns i,, i,, . . . , i,. The determinant of this submatrix will be 
denoted det A({ i,, i,, . . . , i, }). We assume in the following that det A( a) = 1. 
In the remainder of this paper we shall on occasion refer to the determi- 
nants of components at p, where p is some interior point in D(A). By this 
we mean the determinants of the principal submatrices in A corresponding to 
the components in D(A) - { p }+ 
3. TOOLS 
In order to lay the groundwork for our main results, we recall some useful 
facts introduced in other articles. In particular, from [2] we have the following 
fundamental result. 
PROPOSITION 1. Suppose A is invertible 
Zf p and q are distinct points in D(A), then 
aPq=(detA)-‘cofA[q,p] 
with associated digraph D(A). 
=(detA)-lx[P(p -+q)detA(P’)( -I)“‘]. 
P 
Here aPq is the p,q element in A-‘, PC is the set of points {1,2,...,n} - 
N(P), and the sum is to be taken over all paths P from p to q. In the event 
that there is rw path j&n p to q, then a pq = 0. Zf there is exactly one path P 
from p to q, then 
The next five propositions are discussed in [4]. 
PROPOSITION 2. Suppose A is a matrix and D(A) is a tree. Let p be a 
point of D(A), and let qj, 16 j Q m(p), be the points in D(A) adjacent to p. 
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Then 
T(P) 
detA =a 
T(P) T(P) 
- C ap~laqJ~detA(H~,q,- {9jl)k~ldetA(Hp, k)  
j=l 
k#j 
(Note:IfH,,,,-(qj}=O, wesetdetA(H,,,,-{qj})=l.) 
PROPOSITION 3. Suppose A is a matrix and D(A) is a tree. Let p be an 
interior point of D(A). If A is invertible, then at most one weak component 
at p has a zero determinant (the weak components at p are the weak 
components of D( A) - { p}). 
PROPOSITION 4. Suppose A is a matrix and D(A) is a tree. Suppose p is 
an interior point in D(A) ana’ that 9j, 1 < j < a(p), are the points adjacent 
to p. If detA(H,,,i)=O and detA(H,,,,- {9j})=0 for some j, l<j< 
a(p), then det A = 0. 
PROPOSITION 5. Suppose A is a matrix and D(A) is a tree. Given a point 
p in D(A), let p(i), 1 f i < n(p), be the points in D(A) adjacent to p. Zf P is 
a path in D(A), then 
V(P) 
detA(P”)= n n detA(HP,Pcij). 
PEN(P) i=l 
p(i)EN(P) 
In other words, det A(P”) is equal to the product of the determinants of all 
the components in the digraph D(A) - N(P). 
PROPOSITION 6. Suppose A satisfies the assumptions in Proposition 5. 
Then apq = 0 iff either 
(i) there is no path P in D(A) from p to 9, or 
(ii) given the unique path P from p to 9 in D(A), there exists a 
component D( A( K, ?( t ) )) at r where r E N(P) and r(t) E N(P) such that 
det A(K,,(,,) = 0. 
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4. MORISHIMA MATRICES 
A matrix having many interesting graph-theoretical properties is the 
Morishima matrix. It is a generalization of a nonnegative or Perron-Frobenius 
matrix. 
DEFINITION 7. A real n X n matrix A is Morishima providing there 
exists a permutation matrix P such that 
P’AP = 
Al, AI2 
[ 1 A21 A22 
where A,, and Azl are nonpositive matrices and A,, and A,, are square 
matrices whose off-diagonal elements are nonnegative. It is permissible for 
A,, to be equal to A, and thus nonnegative matrices are Morishima. A is 
anti-Morishima provided - A is Morishima. It is important to note that if we 
sign the edges in D(A) according to the signs of the entries in A, then A is 
Morishima iff the signed digraph D(A) is balanced [l, Theorem 13.21. By 
applying this theorem we see that A is Morishima iff every semicycle product 
in A is positive. Similarly A is anti-Morishima iff every even ordered 
semicycle product in A is positive while every odd ordered semicycle product 
in A is negative. 
Given a Morishima matrix A with digraph D(A), we can partition its 
points into two disjoint index sets I, J such that the semipath product of any 
semipath beginning and ending in the same index set must be positive and 
the semipath product of any semipath beginning and ending in different 
index sets must be negative [l, Theorem 13.21. Note that one of these index 
sets may be empty. This partition is unique iff D(A) is weakly connected. 
Hence we shall assume in the remainder of this article that D(A) is weakly 
connected for all matrices A. An analogous partition exists in anti-Morishima 
matrices. In this case any semipath beginning and ending in the same index 
set will have a negative semipath product, and any semipath beginning and 
ending in different index sets will have a positive semipath product. 
Notice that the sign of a nonzero element a,, in a Morishima or 
anti-Morishima matrix A is completely determined by the index sets of A. 
For example, if A is a 3x3 Morishima matrix with Z = {1,2}, J= {3}, then 
a 12 must be positive or zero. Even though an element a st in A may be zero, 
we can still imagine a sign associated with the position (s, t ) determined by 
the index sets. More rigorously, given a Morishima (anti-Morishima) matrix A, 
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we can uniquely associate with it a Morishima (anti-Morishima) matrix A* 
having the following properties: 
(1) A and A* share the same index sets. 
(2) The off-diagonal elements of A* consist entirely of plus and minus 
ones. 
(3) The diagonal of A* is zero. 
For example, suppose A is a 5 X5 Morishima matrix with index sets 
Z = {1,2,3}, J= {4,5}. Then 
A*= 
0 1 1 -1 -1 
1 0 1 -1 -1 
1 1 0 -1 -1 . 
-1 -1 -1 0 1 
.-1 -1 -1 1 0  
If the same matrix A is anti-Morishima, then 
A*= I -1 0 11 -1 0 -1 0 1 l-l o-1 1 0 1 1 . 
DEFINITION 8. Suppose A is Morishima or anti-Morishima and D(A) is 
weakly connected. Let a,*,, s z t, be the element of A* corresponding to a,, 
in A. Then a number x is said to be conformal to a,y, provided sgn x = sgn a,*, 
or 0; x is said to be anticonformal to a Sf provided sgn x = - sgn a :t or 0. 
Two matrices A, B are said to be conformal provided A* = B*. They are 
anticonformal if A* = - B*. 
Two matrices will be conformal provided they have identical index-set 
‘partitions and are either both Morishima or both anti-Morishima. Two matrices 
are anticonformal provided they have identical index-set partitions and one is 
Morishima while the other is anti-Morishima. 
Recall that A is called an M-matrix if it is invertible, if all entries in A- ’ 
are > 0, and if off-diagonal entries in A are < 0. Thus if A is an M-matrix, 
then A is anti-Morishima, A-i is Morishima, and A, A-’ are anticonformal. 
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5. RESULTS 
All this sets the stage for the central problem addressed in this paper: 
Given a Morishima or anti-Morishima matrix A, under what conditions will 
A - ’ be conformal or anticonformal to A? 
We need only concern ourselves with the following two cases: 
(I) A is Morishima and A _ ’ is conformal to A. 
(II) A is Morishima and A-’ is anticonformal to A (for example, if - A 
is an M-matrix). 
The other cases, 
(III) A is anti-Morishima and A - ’ is conformal to A, and 
(IV) A is anti-Morishima and A _ ’ is anticonformal to A, 
are equivalent to (I) and (II) once we note that A is Morishima iff - A is 
anti-Morishima. 
Hence let us assume A is Morishima. Again recall the inverse formula 
ust= (det A)-‘xP( s+t)detA(P’)( -1)“‘. 
P 
Note that P(s + t ) is conformal to a st, since A is Morishima. Hence a 
sufficient condition for us’ to be conformal to a,, is that 
sgn( - l)lP’det A(PC) = sgn(det A) or 0 
for all paths P from s to t. If 
sgn ( - l)lP’det A( PC) = - sgn(det A) or 0 
for all paths P from s to t, then ust will be anticonformal to a,,. 
If there is exactly one path joining s to t, then these sufficient conditions 
also become necessary. Hence we have 
PROPOSITION 9. Suppose A is an invertible Morishima matrix and s, t are 
points in D(A). Assume there is exactly one path Pfiom s to t. Then us’ will 
be conformul to a,, iff 
sgn( - l)lP’det A(P”) = sgn(det A) or 0. 
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a St will be anti-conformal to a,, iff 
sgn( -l)‘P’detA(P’)= -sgn(detA) or 0. 
Going further, we note the following result. 
PROPOSITION 10. Suppose that A is an invertible Morishima matrix of 
order > 1 and that D(A) is unilaterally connected. Given any two points s, t 
in D(A), assume there is at most one path from s to t. Also assume D(A) 
contains a path Q of length n - 1 (see Figures 1 and 2). Then 
(a) A, A-’ will be conformal iff sgn det A = ( - 1),-I and sgn 
det A( P’) = ( - 1)“’ or 0, where P is an arbitrary path in D(A) and m is the 
order of A( P’). 
(b) A, A -’ will be anticonformal iff sgn det A = ( - 1)” and 
sgndet A(P”) = ( - l),’ or 0, where P is again an arbitrary path in D(A) and 
m is the order of A(P”). 
Proof. We will only prove (a), as the proof for (b) is similar. By 
Proposition 9, A, A -I will be conformal iff 
sgn( -l)‘P’detA(P’)=sgn(detA)orO 
FIG. 1. Examples of digraphs satisfying the hypotheses of Proposition 10. Note: 
If the edges are signed according to the signs of the associated matrix, then these signs 
must conform with the Morishima condition. 
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D(A) 
A-’ = 
FIG. 2. Examples of matrices and their digraphs satisfying the hypotheses of 
Proposition 10. 
for an arbitrary path P in D(A). Thus, 
sgn( - l)lg’det A(Q”) = sgn(det A) or 0, 
implying 
sgn(det A) = ( - 1),-l. 
The condition 
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is now equivalent to 
sgndet A( PC) = ( - 1)“‘. 
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Continuing this approach, let us examine what can be said concerning 
conformality in matrices whose digraphs are trees. First we must introduce 
some auxiliary results. 
PROPOSITION 11. Let A be an invertible matrix of order > 1, and 
suppose that D(A) is a unilaterally connected tree. Then given any point v0 
in D(A), there exists an endpoint e and a path P jkm v0 to e or vice versa 
such that det A(P”) z 0. 
In particular, if v0 is an interior point of D(A) and C is a component of 
D(A) at v having a zero determinant, then there exists an endpoint e in C 
and a path P from v0 to e or vice versa such that det A( P “) # 0. 
Proof. Suppose vO is an endpoint of D(A). Perform the following 
inductive procedure: 
(1) Find the point vi of order > 2 nearest to va. If there are no points of 
order > 2, let P be the path from va to the other unique endpoint or vice 
versa [at least one of these paths exist, since D(A) is unilaterally connected]. 
Thus det A( P’) = det A( 0) = 1 and the proposition is satisfied. 
(2) For j 2 1 evaluate the determinants of all components at vi other 
than the one containing uj_i. If one of the components has a zero determi- 
nant, then denote it by Cj. (Note that there is at most one component having 
a zero determinant, by Proposition 3.) If none of the above components have 
a zero determinant, then select an arbitrary component at vi not containing 
‘j-1 and denote it by Cj. Now find the point vi+ I on Cj of order > 2 nearest 
to vi. 
Repeating the inductive step in (2), we shall eventually select a compo- 
nent at vi + i which contains only points of order < 2. Let P be the path in 
D(A) from vO to the endpoint, e, of this component or vice versa. Consider- 
ing the procedure for constructing P along with Propositions 3 and 5, we 
note that det A(P “) f 0. 
If oO is not an endpoint, then begin the inductive procedure by evaluating 
the determinants of all components at vO. If one of the components has a zero 
determinant, then denote it by CO. If all the components have nonzero 
determinants, then select an arbitrary component at vO and denote it by CO. 
Find the point pi on CO of order > 2 nearest to ~)a. (If no such point exists, 
the proposition is satisfied by letting e be the endpoint of this component.) 
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Now continue with the same inductive step as before. Again considering the 
procedure for constructing P along with Proposition 3 and Proposition 5, we 
note that det A( P “) + 0. = 
COROLLARY 12. Let A be an invertible matrix of order > 1, and suppose 
that D(A) is a uniZaterally connected tree. Then given any point v in D(A) 
there exists an endpoint e such that aUe z 0 or aeu # 0. lf v is an interior 
point of D( A) and C is a component of D( A) at v having a zero determinant, 
then there exists an endpoint e in C such that aoe + 0 or ae” # 0. If v is an 
intertor point of D(A) and there is no component at v having a zero 
determinant (i.e. a”’ f 0), then for each component at v there exists an 
endpoint e such that a tie # 0 or ae” # 0. 
With these facts in mind we can now proceed to the main result. 
THEOREM 13. Let A be an invertible, Morishima matrix of order > 2 
and suppose D(A) is a unilaterally connected tree. Then A, A- ’ will be 
conformal [ anticonfonnal] iff 
sgndetA=(-l)“+’ 
[sgndetA=( -l)“], 
and given any component D( A( I )) in D(A) - { v }, where v is an arbitrary 
interior point in D( A ), 
sgndet A(I) = ( - 1)“’ or 0. 
Here (I( is the number of points in 1. 
Proof We prove the theorem for A, A -’ conformal; the proof for 
A, A - ’ anticonformal is entirely analogous. 
Sufficiency. Let P be the path in D(A) from s to t or vice versa, s # t. 
By Proposition 5, det A( PC) is the product of the determinants of all the 
components in the digraph D(A) - N(P). Each determinant of a component 
D(A(Z)) in D(A) - N(P) will have either the sign ( - l>“’ or 0 by assump- 
tion. Thus 
sgndet A(P”) = ( - l)“~“p’+” or 0, 
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since n - (JP] + 1) is the number of points in D(A) - N(P). Hence 
sgn( -l)‘P’detA(Pc)(detA)~‘=lorO, 
implying a,,, usf are conformal. Since s, t are arbitrary, A, A-’ must be 
conformal. 
Necessity. Now suppose A, A - ’ are conformal. Let u be an interior pint 
in D(A), and let D(A(Zj)), 16 j < a(u), be the components at U. Without 
loss of generality we shall always let D(A(Z,)) designate the component at v 
having a zero determinant provided such a component exists. By Proposition 
11 there exists a path P from an endpoint e in D(A(Z,)) to u (or vice versa) 
such that 
det A( PC n Z1) n det A( Zj) f 0 
j=2 
as well as a path Q from u to an endpoint f in D( A( I,)) (or vice versa) such 
that 
det A( Q” n I,) # 0 
(see Figure 3). 
Applying Propositions 5 and 9, we have 
No) 
sgn( -l)‘P’detA(PcnZ,) n detA(Zj)=sgndetA 
j=2 
D(A( I,) ) 
FIG. 3. Example for the proof of Theorem 13. 
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P(C) 
w( - 1) ‘P’t”‘detA(P’nZ,)detA(QC~Z,) ndetA(Zi)=sgndetA. 
j=3 
Thus 
sgn( - 1)“‘det A(Qc n I,) = sgndet A(Z,). 
This last equation will be true given any interior point v and any component 
D( A( I,)) at 0 having nonzero determinant. 
Now let w be an interior point in D(A), and suppose D( A(Z)) is a 
component at w having exactly one point z. If det A(Z) + 0 and Q is the 
edge (w, z) or (2, w), we must have 
since Q” n Z =0. Thus, 
sgndet A(Z) = ( - 1)“’ or 0 
for all components D(A(Z)) in D(A) of order one. 
Continuing the induction, assume that sgndet A(Z) = ( - 1)“’ or 0 for all 
components D( A( I )) in D(A) - { w o or } f d ers up to and including k. Now 
suppose D( A( I)) is a component at w of order k + 1 and that det A( I ) f 0. 
By the previous reasoning, there exists a path Q from w to some endpoint in 
D( A( Z )) such that 
sgn( - l)‘o’det A(Q” n I) = sgndet A(Z). 
Since det A(QC n Z) is a product of determinants of components of order less 
than k + 1, we have 
sgndet A(Q’n Z) = ( - l)‘r’-‘V’. 
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Thus, 
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sgndet A(Z) = ( - l)“‘, 
and the induction is complete. 
In order to complete the proof we must show 
sgndetA = ( - l)n-l, 
Recall that given any interior point v in D(A) and components D(A(Zj)), 
1~ j f a(u), at v, there exists a path P in some component, D(A(Z,)) say, 
such that 
n(o) 
sgn(-l)‘r’detA(P”nZ,) ndetA(Zj)=sgndetA. 
j=2 
Thus, 
sgndet A = ( _ 1) “I( _ 1)“” - I”( _ 1)X;?; lzil 
=( _,)“_l. 1 
It is not true that the signs of the determinants discussed in Theorem 13 
are independent of the magnitudes of the elements in A. For example, let 
-1 1 
’ 1 0 -; -1 y1 
0 0 0 0 I 1-l 
Then 
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Here A, A -’ are conformal Morishima matrices and A satisfies the assump- 
tions in Theorem 13. If we change A to 
B= 
[ -1 0 
; -; _; ; , 
0 2 0 1-l 0 
I 
then 
Here B still satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 13, but B- ’ is not 
Morishima and thus B, BP’ cannot be conformal. Note that B does not 
satisfy the determinant sign conditions of Theorem 13. 
In the following corollaries, we shall assume that A satisfies the hypothe- 
ses of Theorem 13 and that A, A-’ are conformal or anticonformal. Corollaries 
14 through 17 give further information concerning the structure of A, while 
Corollaries 18 through 20 give information concerning the structure of A-‘. 
COROLLARY 14. Assume that A satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 13 
and that A, A - ’ are conformal or anticonfonnal. Zf A has order > 2 and e is 
an endpoint of D(A), then a_ G 0. 
COROLLARY 15. Assume that A satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 13 
and that A, A - ’ are conformal or anticonfonnal. Let v be an interior point of 
D(A), and let v(i), 1 G i < n(v), be the neighbors of v. Assume one of the 
neighbors, v(j), is also an interior point of D(A). Then 
det A(Hu,o(i)) + 0, l<ida(v), i#j. 
Proof. Since u(j) is an interior point in D(A), D( A(H,,j,, ,)) is a 
component in D(A) at v(j). By Theorem 13, 
sgn det A( H,, jj, .) = ( - l)‘HU(~)~U’ or 0 
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Using Proposition 2, 
i#j 
n(u) 
- C a~~(i)u~(i~~detA(H~,~~i~- {u(i>)) 
i=l 
i#j 
T(O) 
X’ n detA(H,,.(,,). 
k=l 
k+i,j 
Suppose det A(H,,.(,, )=Oforsome m, l<rn<r(v), m+j.Then 
CCL’) 
x klJl det AW”,“(kJ 
ktm,j 
Using Theorem 13 and the previous equation, we have 
sgndet A( Hocj,, .) = ( _ 1)“:‘~ (f+~~I’f‘.~‘~~~~) or 0. (ii) 
In conjunction with Equation (i), this implies 
sgndet A( HL;,j,,,) = 0. 
But this yields a contradiction, since det A( H,, jj, .) = 0 and det A( H,, OC,,lj) = 0 
imply det A = 0 by Proposition 4. Thus det A(H,,,(,,) # 0 for all i, 1~ i < 
a(u), i f j. n 
COROLLARY 16. Assume that A satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 13 
and that A, A-’ are conformal or unticonformul. Zf D(A) contains at least 
two interior points u and v, then uee < 0 for all endpoints e and auu < 0, 
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a t’ 0 < 0. Zf u is adjacent to v and aao = 0, then 
(9 aou, or a,, = 0 for all points w adjacent to v, w f u. 
(ii) avu, au0 f 0. 
(iii) det A( H,, “) = 0. 
Zf D( A) contains at least three interior points, then diag A < 0. 
Proof Suppose D(A) contains at least two interior points u and v. 
Then every endpoint e is a component at an interior point satisfying the 
previous corollary. Hence, a_ + 0, so a_ < 0 by Theorem 13. 
Let v(i), 1~ i < a(v), be the points adjacent to v, and assume u = v(j). 
Since v is an interior point of D(A), Corollary 15 implies det A(H,,,(,,) f 0, 
1~ i < a(v), i z j. Recalling the argument in Corollary 15, we have 
det A(H,,j,,O) = E + F, 
where 
E=aoo II det A(&,,(,,) 
i=l 
i+j 
and 
n(o) T(C) 
F=- Ca 
i=l 
oo(i)‘D(i)L:detA(H”,“(,,- (v(i))) ,cl detA(H,,+,). 
i#j k#i,j 
Since all nonzero terms in F share the same sign, 
sgnF=(-l)GorO, where G = C (H,,,(i)(. 
i=l 
i#j 
If a L’. is greater than zero, then sgn E = ( - l)c. In this case sgndet A( H,, j), .) 
will equal ( - l)G, contradicting Theorem 13. Therefore, au0 Q 0. 
By the same reasoning, if au0 = 0 then det A(H,,j,,O) and all the terms in 
F must be zero. This implies a,,(,) or a,Ci)o = 0 for 1 < i < r(v), i # j, as the 
other factors in the product must be nonzero by Corollary 15. Finally, 
'o"(j)' a o(j,o # 0, for otherwise det A = 0 by Proposition 4. 
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Assume D(A) contains at least three interior points. Let p be an interior 
point adjacent to two interior points r and s. By Corollary 15 all the 
components at p must have a nonzero determinant. But if urr = 0, then 
det A( H,, ,) = 0 by (iii). Since this is a contradiction, urr < 0 and similarly 
a ss < 0. If upp = 0, (i) implies aPQ or uqP = 0 for all points 4 adjacent to 
p, 9 f r. But this implies ups or asp = 0, contradicting (ii). Therefore upg < 0. 
Since any point o in D(A) must be either 
(a) an endpoint, 
(b) an interior point adjacent to two interior points, or 
(c) an interior point adjacent to a point in (b), 
we are guaranteed that a vD < 0 for all points v in D(A). 
COROLLARY 17. Assume that A satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 13 
and that A, A - ’ are conformal or anticonformul. Suppose D(A) contains two 
interior points. Zf A is combinutorially symmetric, then diag A < 0. 
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of (i) in Corollary 16 and the 
fact that D(A) is a tree. l 
COROLLARY 18. Assume that A satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 13 
and that A, A - 1 are confonnal or anticonfomzal. Suppose p is an interior 
point in D(A). Zf A, A-’ are confonal then aPp>,O. Zf A, A-’ are 
anticonformal, then aPp < 0. 
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 13. It also follows 
from Corollary 13 in [5]. n 
COROLLARY 19. Assume that A satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 13 
and that A, A - ’ are conformul or anticonfnmal. Suppose p is an interior 
point in D(A) that is adjacent to two other interior points. Zf A, A _ ’ are 
confml then apP > 0. Zf A, A- ’ are anticonforrnal then a pp -C 0. 
Proof Use Corollary 15 and Theorem 13. n 
COROLLARY 20. Assume that A satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 13 
and that A, A- ’ are conformal or anticonfornal. Suppose v, w are points in 
D(A), v # w. Zf there exists a path P from v to w and P contains at least two 
interior points, then avw + 0. 
(One should note that Corollary 20 is equivalent to Corollary 15.) 
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Proof. Use Proposition 6 and Corollary 15. n 
We now illustrate Theorem 13 and its corollaries with some examples. 
EXAMPLE 1. 
A-‘=[-: i 81’-[-p 8 _;
Note that ail, a a3 < 0, as guaranteed by Corollary 14, but a2a > 0. D(A) 
does not have two interior points, so Corollary 16 is not satisfied. a” > 0, as 
guaranteed by Corollary 18. 
EXAMPLE 2. 
-1 
-110 0 -101 1 
A_‘= 001 0 001 = 
010 1 010 0’ 
 0 0 -1  0 0 1 -1 
diag A < 0, as guaranteed by Corollary 16, but it is not true that diag A -c 0. 
Note that A is not combinatorially symmetric (see Corollary Ii’). 
EXAMPLE 3. 
A-‘= : 0” O I r1 l l $_[i -! _i _j. -1 01 10 o- 
Again, since there is only one interior point in D(A), it is not necessary that 
diag A < 0. Corollary 14 still applies, though, and az2, us3, ad4 < 0. Corollary 
18 yields al1 > 0. 
EXAMPLE 4. 
A-’ = 
-1 
-1 1 0 0 01 
1 
2 -1 1 0 0 
0 + -1 1 0 
0 0 i-1 1 
0 0 0 + -1 I 
= 
-1024 4 
0024 4 
1 1 1 2 2 2 
4 110 0 
f ; * 0 -1 
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Here u33 > 0, since p = 3 is an interior point in D(A) adjacent to two other 
interior points in D(A). Since points 2,4 do not meet this condition, it is not 
necessary that az2, a44 be greater than zero. 
EXAMPLE 5. 
Note that a l1 and a44 vary in sign [ app is not necessarily negative if p is an 
endpoint in D(A)]. 
EXAMPLE 6. 
i 
-1 a/2 0 
&/2 -1 VQ2 
A-‘= ’ a/2 -1 
0 0 0 
L 0 0 1 0 
-1 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 
xc 
1 &2 a,/2 1 ;’ 
a/2 
1 2 a/2 i 
-1 
0 0 0 
0 1 0 
1 
0 
-1 a;2 
0 
G/2 -1 &2 0 J;z/2 -1 I 
B fi/2 a 
&/2 1 J/z/z 
1 2 iiT/2 B 
-1 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 -1 
This example illustrates Corollary 20 in that a14, a15, ul6, az4, az5, az6, a34, 
a35, a36 are all nonzero. 
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